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Bilingual Books Inc.,U.S., United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint, Bilingual.
Language: English . Brand New Book. RUSSIAN a language map is packed with the most essential
words and phrases you ll need, and brilliantly organized so you can find what you want at a glance.
You can shop for souvenirs, buy tickets to the world-famous Moscow Circus and order meals,
entirely in Russian! Please (pah-zhahl-oos-tah) and thank you (spah-see-bah) will become second
nature as you make your way around Russia - from The Hermitage in Saint Petersburg to the
Bolshoi Ballet in Moscow to Lake Baikal and a ride on the Trans-Siberian Railway. Now with a new
section, Phone, Mail and Internet, you ll have the words for laptop, tablet, SIM card and more. You
won t miss a beat sharing your stories online with friends and family. Finding an internet cafe, free
wifi, or an adapter for your mobile devices is so much easier. Make RUSSIAN a language map your
travel companion -- take it everywhere you go and all your language needs are covered!
**Hundreds of words and phrases you ll need most. **Divided into key categories such as Asking
Questions, Dining Out, Meeting People, Shopping, Telephone,...
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ReviewsReviews

This kind of publication is almost everything and taught me to seeking ahead and a lot more. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this
created e publication. I am effortlessly can get a pleasure of reading through a created ebook.
-- Keon Lowe-- Keon Lowe

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 percent of your book. Its been developed in an
exceptionally straightforward way and it is merely soon after i finished reading through this pdf where in fact transformed me, modify the way i think.
-- Dalton Mertz-- Dalton Mertz
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